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ABSTRACT. Hammer pontoon systems are usually used for pile-driving of onshore 
construction. The systems are constantly acted upon by marine wave, wind and current 
and have to be fixed by moorings. In this paper, on the basis of software ALASKA 
the system is simulated as dynamics of multi-body systems . Its natural frequencies and 
mode shapes are computed in order to avoid resonant phenomena by the change of design 
parameters . 

The vibration displacement at any point of the system is calculated for estimation 
of technical stability of the system. The reaction forces at joints between bodies and its 
inertial forces are obtained for calculation of system strength of material. The ambient 
exciting loads are regarded as deterministic forces and as stochastic ones. In the latter case, 
the load is given as spectral density function and it is necessary to calculate probability 
characteristics of system responses . An example is investigated for illustration. 

1. Introduction 

A Hammer-pontoon system consists of a pontoon, a hydraulic hammer, a ham
mer-tower creating the direction for motion of the hammer and some equipment 
for its working such as pile-driving or changing working places (rig. 1). When the 
hammer-pontoon system is working, it is fixed by moorings and the hammer-tower 
is in high position, otherwise the hammer-tower is in lower position. 

The hammer-pontoon system is usually used for foundation pile-driving of 
onshore construction. The system is always under action of waves, wind and 
current. 

On the basis of software ALASKA (Advanced Lagrangfan Solver in Kinetic 
Analysis) developed by Institute of Mechatronics, TU-Cheriinitz, Germany, the 
hammer-pontoon system is modeled as dynamics of multi-body system and its 
natural frequencies and mode shapes are computed. The dynamical loading of 
wave, wind and current on the pontoon is calculated and therefore it is able to 
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dete_rmine the ambient oscillation of the system for the cases of deterministic and 
stochastic loads. 

From these results the stability conditions of the system can be deduced for 
the case of existing moorings or not. -. 

Hammer 

Fig.1 

2. Modeling of hammer-pontoon system 

The hammer-pontoon system is regarded as a buoyant body, therefore the 
problem has been investigated in several papers and books [1, 2], where the system 
is subjected to action of Archimedes force and wave, wind and current loads. 

The general multiple degree of freedom equations of motions for a stationary 
floating body in gravity waves can be formulated as matrix equations in the six 
rigid body degrees of surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw described by column 
vector X, although additional degrees of freedom (such as structural deformation) 
can be incorporated, if required. 

For the hammer-pontoon system the basic equation can be written simply as 

(M + MA)X + BX + (K + Km)X = F(t) , (2 .1) 

where M, MA are the (6 x 6) coefficient matrices quantifying structure physical 
mass, added mass; K and Km are (6 x 6) stiffness matrices contributed by the 
hydrostatic and mooring restoring forces acting on the system; B is matrix of 
damping coefficient and F(t) is exciting force of waves, wind and current. 

Notice that the matrices MA and B are frequency dependent values and Km 
is non-linear stiffness, 
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Km(X) = 
{ 

0 

Ki[l(X) - lo] 

if l(X) - £0 ::; 0, 

if l(X) - lo > 0, 

where l(X) is the length of mooring line in recent time, lo - initial length of the 

mooring line, Ki - constant coefficient, F(t) - exciting forces. Therefore equation 

(2.1) expresses complicated phenomena of non-linear oscillation. It is able to solve 
the problem not directly from equation (2.1) but by simulation method. 

On the basis of software ALASKA for dynamics of multi-body system, the 
hammer-pontoon system can be simulated as follows: 

The system is regarded to consist of 10 rigid bodies connected with each other 
by some ideal joints or damper-spring elements (Fig. 1). 

The Archimedes force is replaced by system of damper-springs connecting 
node points on mesh at bottom of the pontoon with the points at sea bed. When 
the pontoon is in motion, the positions of points at sea bed have to be changed so 
that the . damper-spring elements are always vertical. If M is the hammer-pontoon 
system mass, ~l is the height of submerged part of the system, n is number of 
damper-spring elements, then the stiffness K of a spring is determined by the 
formula 

M·g 
K=--· 

n~i 
(2.2) 

The damping coefficient is determined following "Rules for Design" of DnV J3]. 
Anchoring lines must keep a floating structure at a given position when it 

is subjected to environment lo~ds. The anchoring lines ar~ modeled by damper
spring elements with greater stiffness. When the distance between two anchoring 
end points is less than initial distance then the spring force is equal to zero. The 
position of hammer-tower is controlled by cylinder-piston system depended on 
working regime of the hammer-pontoon system. Wh'en the system is not working 
and'in motion the ham~er-tower is put lower and the anchoring lines are taken off. 
The hammer-pontoon system has been modeled as multi-body system under action 
of environment loads and working equipment forces. In principle the working 
equipment forces have light influence on vibration of the system, therefore the 
investigation of motion of the system is concentrated under action of environment 
loads. 

The technical stability of the system is understood as follows: If under action 
of the ambient and working equipment loads the roll vibration of the systeµi is not 
so big that water could come over pontoon board, the system is said to be stable. 

The conception will be used in the example with roll angle of the system 
computed by ALASKA 
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3. Computation of environment loads acting on the hammer-pontoon 
system 

0? 
I Data I 

MO LOSH 

l 
ALASKA 

l 

I CASELDAT I 
l l 

I CASE2.DAT I 
l l 

Fig. 2 

In order to apply software ALASKA to 
hammer-pontoon system after modeling the sys
tem, it is necessary to calculate the environ
ment loads acting on it. For this purpose the 
program MOLOSH (Motion and Load of Ship) 
has been applied and its results are used as in
put for software ALASKA. The input data for 
MOLOSH are parameters of environment such 
as the height and length of waves, the velocity 
of wind and current; the dimensions of pon
toon: the length of pontoon, submerged part, 
the height of mass centre .... The output of the 
program are the forces acting on surge, sway 
and heave directions and the moments caused 
pitch, roll and yaw motion. 

The block scheme for application of pro
gram MOLOSH and software ALASKA to 
hammer-pontoon system is shown in Fig. 2. 

4. Simulation of hammer-pontoon system by ALASKA 
After receiving resultant forces and moments from program MOLOSH and 

modeling in previous section of hammer-pontoon system, it is able to write some 
input programs for the system and apply ALASKA to simulation of system motion. 
The input programs are written for 2 cases. 

Case 1: Pontoon is fixed by mooring lines and hammer-tower is in high 
position and the system is subjected to environment loads. 

The input file named by CASEl.DAT has a structure as on Fig. 3. 

Case 2: The hammer-pontoon system is moving with velocity V, the ham
mer-tower is in the lowest position. 

The input file named by CASE2.DAT has a structure similar to the first 
case. In these cases the include files from 1 to 10 describe the rigid bodies (the 
main component parts of the pontoon-hammer system), Cable.inc, describes the 
mooring lines. 

The files: Sdforce.inc, Wavefor.inc, Windfor.inc, Flowfor.inc express Archimedes 
force, wave, wind and flow forces respectively acting on the pontoon. Result.inc 
is file described required results. 
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CASEI.DAT 

Body Linc 

Waverfor.inc Body2.inc 

Windfor.inc Body3.inc 

Flowfor .inc Body4.inc 

Cable.inc Body5.inc 

Sdforce.inc 
Body6.inc 

Geo.macro 
Body7.inc 

Body8.inc 
Result.inc 

Body9.inc 

BodylO.inc 

Fig. 3 

Outputs from ALASKA can be displacement , velocity and acceleration of 
arbitrary point of the system, reaction forces of joints in the form of numerical 
list or graphic, and also natural frequencies and mode shapes of the system. From 
these results it is possible to calculate all forces such as inertial forces, moments 
and reaction... for estimation of the strength of materials for hammer-tower or 
pontoon. 

In both cases the action of wave, wind and current on the pontoon could be 
investigated in the form of deterministic or stochastic forces. If the waves regime 
is regarded as random waves char.aCterised by function of spectral density such as 
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum or JONSWAP spectrum 'then in results of program 
MOLOSH the forces would be given by functi~ns of spect ral density S(w). 

In this case notice that a sample of stochastic process could be expressed in 
the from 

00 00 

u(t) = 2:::: un(t) = Lan cos(wnt +an) , (4.1) 
n=l n=l 

where an and Wn are nth amplitude and frequency of the sample, an is random 
number with uniform distribution on interval (0 , 27r). The value an is calculated 
by the formula 

(4.2) 
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where .6.w is equal increment of frequency range. 

After obtaining the values an, an, the special function Forcos and Forsin in 
ALASKA can be used for simulation of stochastic process and it is able to calculate 
by ALASKA as deterministic case. 

5. Example 

The previous results are applied to design computation of a hammcl--pontoon 
system with following parameters: 

- Length of the pontoon 54 (m) 

- Submerged part of the system 1836 (T) 

:. Height. __ of mass_ centre 1.6 (m) 

- Inertial radius in longitudinal direction 8.3 (m) 

and transverse direction 1.6 (m) 

and some another parameters for wave, wind and current are given. 

The graphic results are obtained for 

+ The first mode shape (Fig. 4) 

Fig. 4 

+ The tensional force of mooring line (Fig. 5) 
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+ The reaction forces between pontoon and hammer-tower (Fig. 6) 
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Fig. 6 

+ The roll angle of the pontoon m case 2 with wave height H=5m, wave 
period T = 2.48 s (Fig .. 7) 
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In the case 2, the system would be unstable when H = 5 m and T = 5.85 s. 

6. Conclusion 

Simulation of hammer-pontoon system helps us to know the behaviour of 
the system under action of environment load. The received results could be used 
for design calculation such as avoidance of resonance phenomena, estimation of 
strength of material and for choice of reasonable parameters of the system. 

Thi.s work is completed with financial support from the National basic Re
search Program in Natural Sciences. 
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M6 PHONG vA TiNH TOAN DAO DQNG vA ON D~NH GOA H:¢ xA LAN-BUA MAY 

H~ xa Ian bua may thU'ang dung dg d6ng CQC (y cac cong trlnh ven bign. H~ 
nay ch!u tac d\lng thU'emg xuyen cua song, gi6, dong chay va phai co d!nh b~ng 
day neo. Trang bai nay, tren ca sir phan mem ALASKA, h~ da dU"<;rc mo phong 
theo mo hlnh h~ nhieu v~t . Cac tan so rieng va d~ng rieng dU'<;YC tfnh toan dg 
tranh hi~n tlr<;rng c<)ng hlr&ng b~ng each thay d5i cac tham so thiet ke. Dao d(?ng 
cua m<)t di~m bat ky tren h~ c6 th~ tinh dm;rc dg dcinh gia tfnh chat <in d!nh ky 
thu~t cua h~ . Phan 111c (y cac kh&p noi cac v~t va l\fC quan tfnh cua chung ciing 
nh~n dU"<;rc dg tinh toan sU-c b~n ctla h~. Tai tr9ng kich d9ng ctla moi trU"ang c6 
thg coi nhlr tien d!nh ho~c ng[u nhien. Trang trU"ang h<;YP ng[u nhien, tai tr9ng 
dU'<;rc cho bai ham m;%t d<) phB va din phai tfnh cac d~c tnmg xac suat cua phan 
fulg cua h~. M<?t vi dv dU'<;YC khao sat d~ minh hqa 
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